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ABSTRACT
ASHLEY ANN JOHNSON: The Great Depression in Wilkinson County, Mississippi: A
Collection of Oral Histories
(Under the direction of Ted Ownby)

This research studied the time period of the Great Depression in the lives of seven
individuals who lived in Wilkinson County, Mississippi. The individuals answered a
series of questions, all the same, in an attempt to distinguish the differences and
similarities in their lives during the Great Depression. The research focuses on the belief
that many ofthe individuals went through the same experiences. The research discovered
that even though the Great Depression caused much suffering across the nation, the rural
people of Wilkinson County already suffered from bad times and the Great Depression
did not alter their lifestyles negatively, as it did the people in other areas of the state and
nation.
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Introduction
When the stock market crashed on October 29, 1929, Americans did not realize
that the length of the economic downturn would last over a decade. Years later the time
period between 1929 and 1941 would come to be known as The Great Depression, a time
when the United States and world economies slowed and almost came to a standstill. This
thesis focuses on Wilkinson County, Mississippi, especially the northwestern section near
Crosby. More specifically this thesis interviewed seven people who lived in the area
during the 1930s to hear their stories and experiences.
Located in the extreme southwestern comer of the state of Mississippi is
Wilkinson County. Wilkinson County is a rural county and was a rural county in the
1930s. Wilkinson County had fewer than 14,000 residents in the 1930s and today that
number is significantly less at 9,878.' Named after General James Wilkinson, one ofthe
military commanders of the newly created Mississippi Territory, Wilkinson County was
one ofthe first counties created in the state and boasts an illustrious past with several
well-known citizens. James A. Ventress,“The Father of Ole Miss,

lived in Wilkinson

County, near the county seat of Woodville. Anne Moody, author of Coming ofAge in
Mississippi, is from the other incorporated town of Centreville. And probably the most
well known occupant, Jefferson Davis, grew up in his boyhood home two miles east of

'2010 Census Redistricting Data. Mississippi.
" James E. Wilkerson et al., Wilkinson Count}': Historical Facts and Legends. 2.
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Woodville. Although Wilkinson County boasts several famous people from its past, the
people who are not as well known are left in obscurity.
This collection of oral histories focuses on people who lived near the small town
of Crosby, a town that has changed greatly in its short lifetime. Located deep within the
Homochitto National Forest, in the northeastern part of Amite County and the
northwestern part of Wilkinson County, is the town of Crosby, which has a population of
approximately 150. The town is in many ways the stereotypical rural town that had its
boom in the early part of the twentieth century and now has fallen into obscurity. After
the railroad bought right-of-way in 1884^ to build a railroad through the area, prosperity
began to trickle into the area. In 1884, Crosby was first founded as Dayton, after its
founder David Day,from whom the right-of-way for the railroad had been purchased.
Day built a sawmill on the banks ofthe Foster Creek and the small town began to
flourish. In 1917, the town changed its name to Stephenson after two brothers from
Michigan, George and Fred Stephenson bought the sawmill.'^ The Stephenson brothers
expanded the sawmill and it became the first electrically operated lumber mill in the state
of Mississippi.^
When the Great Depression struck in 1929, production started to slow and in 1931
the sawmill closed. However, in 1934 L.O. Crosby bought and reopened the sawmill. To
honor Crosby, the town changed its name for the third and final time to Crosby. The
driving forces behind the boom of this small town were the railroad and the sawmill.
Without the railroad and sawmill Dayton/Stephenson/Crosby would never have been
founded. The railroad stopped servicing Crosby in 1963 and the sawmill closed in 1989
^ Ann H. Davis. “Timber Operations in Southwest Mississippi: The Good Ole Days."
'* James E. Wilkerson et al., Wilkinson Count}’: Historical Facts and Legends. 31.
Mbid. 31.
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due to complaints that the smoke from the smokestack was harming the environment.
When the railroad was taken away Crosby began its decline and when the sawmill closed,
the town became another dying town in rural Mississippi.
The history of Crosby and its rise to prosperity through lumber production has
been recorded in pamphlet form; however,the lives ofthe people who were influenced
by this small town are not known. While the town boomed during the later years ofthe
Depression, which is highly unusual for the Depression era, the question remains did the
Depression affect the people in this small rural Mississippi town, or did life continue as it
had in previous years?
I chose to do my research on oral histories after a strong debate with myself about
what was in my range of completion. According to Bruce Jackson,‘Tieldwork done
sanely is usually done in the service of some specific end; it’s planned and deliberate.*’^
My specific goal was planned and deliberate; my goal was to create an honors college
thesis. My first research topic went along with my second major, however I did not have
time to complete a second major so I needed to find a new topic. An advisor told me to
find a localized topic. After reading The Grapes of Wrath in a 200 level American history
class, I had become even more fascinated with the Great Depression. I then decided that
this thesis would be based on oral histories of people who had lived in Wilkinson County,
Mississippi during the Great Depression. Many people may think that I did this project
because it was required. Some of the people interviewed for this thesis thought so also,
until I explained to them that this topic really interested me. Many times after I had told
the interviewee this, he/she provided more information, because then it was not just a
research project that I was getting a grade for, but a topic that 1 enjoy learning about.
^ Bruce Jackson. Fieldwork. (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1987) 13.
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Jackson’s statement accurately describes how this thesis developed and it was planned
and deliberate with a specific goal, but it leaves out that it is a project that was enjoyed.
For a majority of research projects, textual evidence is a key concept ofthe
research; however, the oral histories recorded in this thesis are the key concepts to this
research. According to Jackson,“texts alone cannot tell us very much about things other
than texts.”’ The oral histories in this document present the cultural and social lives of the
interviewees during the Great Depression, whereas texts focus on the economic effects of
the Great Depression. Texts cannot give a good representative sample when talking about
a specific area when there is not an abundance oftexts on that area. That is the reason
that this thesis focused on oral histories rather than only textual evidence.
The oral histories in this thesis present the voices of the unheard rural people of
northwestern Wilkinson County. Oral historians, such as Edward D. Ives, suggests
publishing letters in the local newspapers, writing letters to the individuals*, and getting
suggestions from other interviewers as a way to locate prospective interviewees.
However, I know the people in the area that I selected from,so instead of letters I
telephoned the individuals to see if he/she would be willing to participate. All the
individuals I telephoned were willing, and we set dates and times for the interview over
the telephone. For these interviews, I based my selection on people who live in the rural
areas around the city of Crosby, particularly north of Crosby near the Homochitto River
and who lived in the area during the time of the Great Depression.
When I decided on this project, I knew of four people that fit my criteria for
interviewing, but this was not enough. What I needed to do was find people who could

^ Ibid. 33.
* Edward D. Ives. The Tape Recorded lnter\’ie\\\ (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1974) 26. 28.
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introduce me to other people that fit the criteria to be interviewed^ and this proved
successful. For instance, Mrs. Mary Ashley gave me the names of Martha Owens and
C.V. Washington, a brother and sister who lived down the road from her and were ofthe
age to know about the Great Depression era in Wilkinson County. Publishing a letter in
the local newspaper, or writing letters to prospective interviewees can establish a sense of
identity with the people from the area.*®As stated earlier I did not have to do this because
I am from the area and many ofthe individuals I interviewed I know personally or know
through family connections. The communities are very small and everyone knows each
other. I interviewed these people over a series of months at their convenience, at their
homes. All of the interviewees are over the age of eighty and many are feeble. The
interviews were held at the homes ofthe interviewees so that he/she would be
comfortable with their settings. My mother went with me to two ofthe interviews
because I needed directions on how to get to the individuals’ houses, and a GPS does not
pick up all of the rural roads.
Normally interviews are recorded by a tape recorder; however, each interview
was recorded by hand, not by tape recorder because it was easier on the softer-spoken
individuals. Not everyone who may appear to be a good interviewee is going to be a good
11

interviewee.

For instance, two ofthe people I interviewed did not provide very much

information; on the first interview day the Mrs. Martha Owens suffered from an illness
and I had to reschedule her interview for a different date and time. It must be
remembered that the age ofthe interviewees, while beneficial for this research.

^ Bruce Jackson. Fieldw'ork.(Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1987) 45.
Edward D Ives. The Tape Recorded Interview.(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press. 1974)27.
"Ibid.. 26.
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unfortunately comes with setbacks. None of the interviewees had serious issues
remembering details, but the individuals may not have been in good physical health.
Another issue I had with an individual who gave significant information was that
the individual would tell me more later, so that it will not be written down. He was
willing to talk, but not to tell everything so it would not hurt feelings ofthe people in the
12

communities or people he knows, Several of the individuals would get excited about
discussing a topic and would get off topic, or talk about the topic in a different decade.
One theme of the interviews was slowly guiding the interviewee back to the topic.
According to Ives, the interviewer is the one who will guide the interview, but it should
13

not always be that way. On some occasions the interviewee would, in a roundabout
way, bring himself or herself back on topic and provide useful information in the process.
The interviewees happily talked about the period that I asked him/her to discuss.
For each interview, I asked each individual interviewed to sign a release form
stating that the individual knows how the information provided would be used. Asking
the individual to sign a form is very uncomfortable and it really should not have been, for
each interviewee signed the form without reservation. For each interview, the
interviewer and the interviewee at the end of the interview signed the release form.
Each interview affirmed information in other interviews and brought new
information. Out of the seven individuals interviewed, five of the individuals lived within
seven miles of each other. The other two lived farther from the town of Crosby and from
any other town in Wilkinson County. The older individuals talked of specific details that
the younger individuals would have been too young to understand. For instance, Mr. A.D.

Ibid. 31.
Ibid. 49.
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Carter was a member of the Civilian Conservation Corps, and able to give specific details
about the CCC, whereas Mrs. Mary Ashley only had two much older cousins in the CCC.
The interviews complement each other, allow younger generations a view into the lives
of their elders, along with a look into the difference between the past, and present.
The interview questions were developed according to the four factors that
influence history: geographical, social, economical, and political. The geographical factor
was established by the area chosen to conduct the research: rural Wilkinson County. The
questions developed by using the social factor pertain to organizations that influenced the
interviewees’ lives and aspects of their daily lives such as food and clothing. The
economical factor was established early on because the period studied is the Great
Depression, however questions pertaining to the types of industries and jobs fall under
the economical factor. Politics played an important role in the Great Depression, due to
the New Deal created by President Roosevelt. The questions that pertained to the
interactions of local and national politics with the individuals were based on the political
factor.
This thesis is a documentary study about how rural people of Wilkinson County
remember the Great Depression. The Great Depression is a topic that historians have
written a great deal about and continue to do so. However, this thesis allows people who
lived during the Great Depression in Wilkinson County to tell their stories in their own
words. The purpose of this thesis is not to tell a full story of the Great Depression in
Wilkinson County, but to obtain insightful and detailed stories from people whose voices
have not been heard. From these stories, we can truly understand the lives of rural
Americans living in the decade of hardship in Wilkinson County. As Bruce Jackson

7

states, “Learning what we can about their world might let us know them better, but we
can never know them for what they were before our sense of change and loss moved us to
r*14

begin looking for what was no longer commonly available.

14

Bruce Jackson. Fieldwork.(Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1987) 37-8.
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Mary Louise Hazlip Ashley
Mary Louise Hazlip Ashley, known as Louise, was bom in 1928 to Mr. and Mrs.
John R. Hazlip in rural Wilkinson County. Mrs. Ashley has lived in the Crosby
community in Wilkinson County all of her life. Mrs. Ashley’s interview was on January
13,2013.
AJ:

What did your house look like?

LA:

Our house was board and batten; it had four rooms, a hall, and an outhouse. Had
fireplace and wood stove, momma and daddy would send us kids into the woods
to hunt pine knots to start fires with. It was not a dogtrot house like the old family
house(my grandparent’s house) was. The old family house had one hundred
beehives on the right side of the house and on the left side had locust trees, they
smelled so good and when they bloomed those white blooms, the bees swarmed
up in them. I used to help rob the bees ofthe honey by holding the smoker.
Grandpa Hazlip owned over 700 acres of land adjoining the Homochitto River
and National Forest. Grandpa Hazlip had tenants on the land that farmed. We had
mosquito nets at first, you could hear them rascals humming. Daddy finally got
enough money to buy screen for windows and he made screen doors too.

AJ:

How old were you in the mid to late 1930s?

LA:

7-12

AJ:

What do you remember about political organizations and politics during the mid
to late 1930s?
9

LA:

The Electioneer would come around every four years to campaign. Each

individual who ran [for office] came visiting. One was Lonnie Sturgeon; he ran
for State Legislature, he came around visiting. Chris Vines, Tom Smith, and Bob
Brumfield ran for supervisor of District five. Bob Brumfield would always run
against the other two but never wdn. Politics ain’t nothing compared to what it
was. Back then, they came around and people would talk about who they would
vote for. Now you rarely see them; it’s all TV or radio. National elections were
not that important; you didn’t know much about it. My daddy was a good daddy,
momma was too, but she would whoop you, pull that shoe off and light you on
fire He (daddy) would talk about politics but they were local. Didn’t get a radio
for a long time, no newspaper either. The one thing I remember is when Mr.
Roosevelt went in we got toilets. Cost $5. WPA (Works Progress Administration),
they appropriated money. Prior to then we had to pack water up and down hills,
Didn’t have well until late 1930s, had to pack it from a spring. I remember I cut
my foot wide open in the spring. My Aunt Fannie threw a broken chum and I
stepped on it when playing in the spring. I had to wait for it to quit bleeding
before I could go home. The government also had the river [Homochitto] dredged.
Before it was dredged the river would overflow. It was about a mile from the
house. The cows would come out of the swamp lowing. My brother Jake and
cousin Barney would go to the swamp to get the cows out of the high water, they
would wade through water to rescue the cows and calves, some would get tangled
in vines and drown.
AJ:

What were the most important social institutions to you and your family during
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the mid to late 1930s? How have they affected you since? Are they still influential
in your life?
LA:

Church and school functions. Crosby had a theater. School plays and football and
basketball games. Used to have plays at church for the community kids. For one
play Charles King played the teacher and I brought the teacher an apple and the
kids hollered back “teacher’s pet! teacher’s pet!” and I stomped back at them
“Aunt Sarah Jane sent the apple!” All the local kids participated; we had a good
time practicing that play. All the families came and watched and laughed.
Different ones would give parties Earline and Wanzie were great about inviting
kids over that was where I learned Red Rover and Tisket and Tasket. The kids
entertained themselves, there was a bunch of young’uns in Perrytown then. Had
church twice a month at two-o-clock because the preacher, Mr. Charlie Netterville
had to come from Buffalo and he took no money and what little bit we did have
was used to build the church. Mr. Netterville owned the lumber mill and he
furnished the timber. The prior church was a multi-denominational church.
Methodists would preach along with other preachers. The old church was about
two miles from our house and we had to walk. When they had dinner on the
ground, they would hookup a wagon to take the food and have barrels of water to
drink. Pearl Johnson always made chicken pot pies, but you had a spread:
dressing, cakes, pies, potato salad, butter beans, peas, com on the cob. Dinner on
the ground was always held during summertime. The family would play baseball
games out in the field, school didn’t have baseball. Football games were big deals,
having other schools come. Barney, Phillip. Fleming, Oliver, and Ray Poole
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played then. Had big pep rallies, they charges 15 cents to get into the game.
Didn’t go to many couldn’t afford it and would have to walk back. Jake went to
about every game, but he was too mean to take the rest of us. After a church
building was built we also got a new preacher his name was Paul Tucker, he was
the preacher who baptized me. Church is still influential, still go every Sunday
that I am able and have Bible Study and Church every Sunday.
AJ:

What was your family’s livelihood during the Great Depression?

LA:

Daddy farmed and did carpenter work. Daddy raised com and potatoes and had a
big garden and cotton. It was hard times, I don’t see how they clothed us, seven
children in family, and one needed a new pair of shoes every month, but we never
went to bed hungry had chickens and turkeys, they killed hogs. Raised only com
and potatoes for family, and animals for winter. Had a hammermill to make
commeal, didn’t know what bought meal was, but had to buy flour, sugar, and
coffee, didn’t have tea back then, spaghetti, and rice.

AJ:

What was the primary employer of people in your area during the 1930s and
about how many do you think they employed?

LA:

The lumber mill. Crosby Lumber Company and I think they employed over

two

hundred people from all over Crosby whites and blacks, both Crosby lumber
creosote plant, handle plant and planner mill, along with lumber part. Had its own
water plant and must’ve had its own electricity because had electricians.
AJ:

What form of school was available to you as a child or teenager during the Great
Depression?
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LA:

Crosby Consolidated School. Went to Perrytown School, a one-room school. I
went my first year down there and second year I went to Crosby in 1934-1935
bused us to Crosby. Hazel Hazlip was the teacher at Perrytown School had to
walk in cold, rain, and snow. Buses were long log trucks with frames on the back.
The driver was A.J. Johnson. Windows had chicken wire so kids wouldn’t hang
out, had canvas that they could roll down to keep cold and rain out, it beat
walking. Crosby school had an auditorium that could hold two hundred and fifty
people. It was a well-kept school and a good school. Ike, the janitor heated the
school by steam from the cellar. Ike would shovel coal in the stove and it would
heat the school. We didn’t have a lunchroom so we had to bring our lunch. We
would bring for lunch a biscuit wdth peanut butter; we didn t get it too often, meat
when a hog or chicken was killed. A lot of times it was pear preserves on a biscuit
or flour gravy. I remember one boy’s momma fixed him a peanut butter biscuit
for lunch and when he got home, his momma asked him did he like his peanut
butter biscuit and he said I thought it was flour gravy and I threw it away.

AJ:

What foods did your family eat?

LA:

Mainly vegetables, lucky to get meat, had fruits during the summer. Momma
would make a spaghetti with no meat, onion,jar of tomatoes, bacon grease, and
spaghetti noodles. We was in high heaven. It was a Sunday treat didn t have it
very often. That was delicious. John Duggar loved spaghetti and Jake hated it.
Momma canned a lot of pears, peaches, huckleberries, and blackberries.
Huckleberries came in in May, we would walk and pick huckleberries and pick
gallon buckets full and we would do that every Saturday that daddy wasn t
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working. Momma would put lemon in pear preserves and it was so good. 1
couldn’t cook it like momma could. Grapes and muscadines would be ready in
fall and winter. Momma had to buy a lot of sugar. On Sundays momma would set
three tables for company. She would cook chicken and dumplings, dressing,
potatoes, English peas, leafy lettuce, onions, and cabbage. She made combread
didn’t serve biscuits much. We had fried chicken in the spring because chickens
were fat. In fall we would have peas, sweet potatoes, pork, because daddy had
killed the pigs. Had to gather for company, we would have Aunt Mary and her
family about five people, Kenneth Paxton, Jake’s friends, especially Clifford
Kimbrew, Norris, C.J., and Kermit Ashley, Jr Hazlip and Joe, somebody from
school, I always invited Montez Poole, Frances Orso or Iris Jean Poole, Uncle
Bully, Uncle Henry, and Uncle Buster, before he got married. Daddy only had
two shells for the shotgun one winter and he went huntin’ and came back with
four ducks and one rabbit. We had meat that day. Duck dressing and rabbit and
gravy. Dessert was always honey. Had honey 365 days a year on the table. We
sold honey for a $1 a gallon. Mr. Eubanks the representative from the funeral
home would come and we could give him honey and two gallons would pay for
the burial policy for two months.
AJ:

Where was the closest grocery store or provision store and how influential was it
to your area?

LA:

Earl Gavin’s store was exactly one mile from our house. You walked and packed
it home. We always had to get kerosene, because we didn’t have electricity, sugar,
and flour.

14

AJ:

What type of clothes did you wear?

LA:

We made our own clothes. Ordered material and thread from Sears and Roebuck
and momma and Aunt Nina would sew our clothes. For shoes, Crosby had a
commissary, which was a grocery store, drug store, shoe store, and clothing store.
Also had two doctors. Dr. Thornhill, and Dr. Henry David Thornhill they were
general practice and took care of everything. They knew more than the ones that
get out of college today. Mr. Herman was the druggist. All medicine came from
his drugstore. In the summertime we went barefooted, had to watch out for
stickers, them things was hot stuff. They didn’t have tennis shoes, said they would
ruin your feet. The shoes we wore had a rubber sole with leather top, then we had
oxfords that were either black and white or brown and white and then we had
penny loafers.

AJ:

What type of transportation did you use?

LA:

Foot. Only four people had vehicles Uncle Ed Day who was the mail carrier, he
was our Grandma Hazlips’s brother, if a letter came from New Orleans it took
about a week. He wasn’t allowed to let us ride with him if he had mail. We would
see him coming and he would stop and say “Now children I got mail and can t
pick y’all up”, but if he didn’t have mail we caught a ride home. Uncle Henry
Hazlip had a car and so did Fayette Johnson and Earl Cavin. When anybody got
sick and had to go to the doctor one ofthese four had to take you to the doctor.

AJ:

How did your family celebrate holidays (Christmas, Easter, Fourth of July, etc.)?

LA:

All of momma’s family, the Sturdivants, got together for the Fourth of July.
Always had ice cream and if we could afford it fireworks, had sparklers and
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firecrackers. At Christmas it was just the immediate family, if cousins had time
off they would stop by and visit. For Christmas presents we always got a wooden
box of raisins still on stems, dried apples, apples, oranges, and bananas, and a big
stick of peppermint candy. Girls would get dolls and clothes and if needed shoes.
At school, we drew names and gave gifts. Gifts were not to cost over ten cents,
and that was a lot of money for my family, fifty cents with all the kids. That was a
whole day’s work. Easter we would go to church if we had it that Sunday, we
would have Easter eggs and the Easter bunny brought us a mini Easter bunny that
was about as big as the palm of your hand. To dye our Easter eggs momma had a
red sweater that we boiled and the dye wore off until we could dip the eggs in. We
didn’t have enough money to afford dye. For New Years we had black-eyed peas
for luck, cabbage for money, hog jowl, and combread. For Valentines we
handmade Valentine cards at school. At Thanksgiving we had turkey and dressing
it was just immediate family, pumpkin and potato pie, baked sweet potatoes and
cushaw.

AJ:

What was your view of the Great Depression?

LA:

We done without a lot, we didn’t suffer much. We had plenty offood because we
raised it. Daddy made just enough to buy shoes, clothes, and necessities. Didn t
have toilet paper used Sears and Roebuck catalogue, when momma bought first
roll of toilet paper she said to be stingy with it.

AJ:

Were there any particular stories your family passed on to you? And if so can you
tell them?
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LA:

Grandpa Hazlip died in the late 1930s, after momma had the twins, and he heard
that twins would not take nothing away from the other one. So he would walk to
our house and bring an apple and give it to one of them and the other one
wouldn’t take it. Couldn’t say that about them once they got older.

AJ:

Did any members of your family work for a government sponsored relief
program?

LA:

Uncle Bully, William A. Hazlip, couldn’t go into army because had a problem, a
deformed shoulder. He worked for the CCC (Civilian Conservation Corps)for
probably ten years. They built bridges, worked roads, built county roads, and kept
roads up. That was the first time I knew of creosote lumber was when they built
bridges with creosote boards. A few years ago, the government said they were
going to rebuild the bridges that the CCC had built that were in danger of
collapse, but I do not know when.

AJ:

How important was agriculture to your family, such as farming and livestock?
And if it was important what types did you and your family participate in and how
did it influence your family during the 1930s?

LA:

Very important. It was our way of living. Had milk, butter, and cream because of
cows. We sold a cow every now and then. Had to farm to raise something to eat.
It kept us alive. We had a mule to plow garden because we didn’t have a tractor.

AJ:

What was the most important industry? How successful was that industry in the
1930s?
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LA:

After Mr. Crosby came into town the lumber company was, but farming was most
important because there was nothing else to do, we even raised sugar cane for
syrup. Daddy made syrup from the sugar canes.

AJ:

How was the issue of race perceived in the 1930s? Was it a ‘‘big" issue in your
area?

LA:

I donft believe it was a big issue. Blacks stayed to themselves and we stayed to
ourselves. They worked in the fields as sharecroppers. They went to their school
and we went to our school.

18

A.D. Carter
Alex Dave Carter was bom in 1920 to Mr. and Mrs. Dave Carter in rural
Wilkinson County Mississippi near the community of Buffalo. Mr. Carter lived in
Wilkinson County during his youth; he now resides in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Mr.
Carter’s interview was on March 9, 2013.
AJ:

What did your house look like?

AC:

It was a normal house for that time; it was a dogtrot house with a hall going
through the middle with four rooms off the sides. The kitchen was off the back of
the house. The kitchen was always at the back in case of a fire.

AJ:

How old were you in the mid to late 1930s?

AC:

I was 15 in 1935, so between 15 and 20.

AJ:

What do you remember about political organizations and politics during the mid
to late 1930s?

AC:

At that time, the Republicans were in office and things were looking mighty
shaky. Hoover was in office. In the 1930s, it was a Democrat, Roosevelt, that was
in the late 1930s now.

AJ:

What were the most important social institutions to you and your family during
the mid to late 1930s? How have they affected you since? Are they still influential
in your life?
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AC:

Beechstand School was just completed at that time. It was the only high school in
the county besides the one in Woodville and the one in Woodville was for the rich
kids because it was a boarding school. Beechstand was the first high school in
Wilkinson County that the poor kids could go to and graduate. Before it was built
you could only go to the eighth grade. The first graduating class only had three
people in it and they had been out of school for a while. They were Marvin
Tillery, his sister Louise who later married Harold Day and the other was a girl,
Sallie Nelton, and she was from Crosby. Church was real important, because
Corinth Church of Christ was founded by my grandfather and Charlie Netterville.
Mr. Netterville had just finished college in Nashville and he was our preacher.
Church is still influential in my life, I am an elder at the church I attend.

AJ:

What was your family’s livelihood during the Great Depression?

AC:

My daddy had a two-bit job with the state; he had a state highway job. Most of
our living came from the farm.

AJ:

What was the primary employer of people in your area during the 1930s and
about how many do you think they employed?

AC:

Charlie Netterville had the sawmill and there was a mill in Woodville, that was
the biggest employer. Probably employed 20 at the Netterville sawmill and about
the same at Woodville, might have been a little larger.

AJ:

What form of school was available to you as a child or teenager during the Great
Depression?

AC:

Beechstand was built in 1930. It had one main building and the support buildings
were small, about like it was at Crosby. It had a lunchroom, it was separate.
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Didn’t have a gym,the only sport we had was basketball and it was on a dirt
court. Hard to bounce the ball on a dirt court.
AJ:

What foods did your family eat?

AC:

We raised our own com for meal and grits, still love having grits for breakfast.
Raised our own hogs for pork. That was about it to support your family. Had
combread, killed chickens and ate chicken. Whatever the farm supported that’s
what we had. Raised our own sugar cane and had our own syrup. Had a little
orchard, mostly peaches and pears. Had a smokehouse to make bacon.
Blackberries, no blueberries, had huckleberries. Biggest fruit canning was
blackberries of course.

AJ:

Where was the closest grocery store or provision store and how influential was it
to your area?

AC:

The closest was, uh, the Cavin Store. Leon Cavin had a store, but most of our
shopping was done at Netterville’s store, it was at the schoolhouse and employees
from the sawmill needed supplies so he built a store. Most of our clothes came
from there or Sears and Roebuck, order them from Sears.

AJ:

What type of clothes did you wear?

AC:

Ordered most of our clothes from Sears. You had khakis and dress shirt you wore
to church. School clothes was overalls and field clothes was the same. Shoes was
bought at the Netterville’s store, sometimes ordered. Only wore shoes to church
and school, when we got home we took them off.

AJ:

What type of transportation did you use?
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AC:

I rode a horse. Walked a lot. The field was half a mile from the house and the
river was three-fourths a mile from the house. My dad had a car, most ofthem
was in the form of a truck, but wasn't pick up, it was a flat bed truck. The mail ran
daily and he had a car.

AJ:

How did your family celebrate holidays(Christmas, Easter, Fourth of July, etc.)?

AC:

Every Fourth of July had to set out potatoes, it always rained around the Fourth of
July. Growing up on a farm holidays didn’t mean that much. Easter was a big
deal. Went to church that was a big deal. We had Easter eggs. There was a weed
that had a berry on it that you could use to dye the eggs with. Christmas was a big
deal. Food was the main thing, didn’t have money for toys had cakes, pies, and
such. My favorites was the coconut, then the custard pie, but most families would
make two or three, most of the time one chocolate, one lemon, and one coconut.

AJ:

What was your view of the Great Depression?

AC:

We thought that when Roosevelt started the CCC camps and the WPA that was
the big break in the economy. The last Republican was Hoover and kids called
rabbits the Hoover hawk.

AJ:

Did any of your family work for a government sponsored relief program?

AC:

The WPA yes. My dad he worked on the roads. It was state roads they worked on.
The CCC worked on parks but with the WPA,he worked on roads. Built parks,
roads, and schoolhouses in some places. They also paid a person to throw parties,
that was a social event. I joined the CCCs and got to travel a little bit. I served
time in Utah and Nevada. It was an army type camp; it was copied after the army.
We mostly worked on building roads. Paid a $1.00 a day. I got $5.00 and they
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sent $25.00 back home. You had army clothes. They moved you out of state,
which I volunteered for anyway cause it meant I got to travel some.
AJ:

How important was local politics? Can you remember who any of the local
politicians were?

AC:

Local politics was real strong supervisors, sheriffs,justice of the peace. My dad
tried to run for supervisor twice and got beat both times, ran against Walter Scott.
People running for office came around all the time trying to get your vote. Had to
pay $2.00 a year to vote, that was the poll tax. And sometimes politicians would
pay your poll tax, it was all kinds of dealings going on back then. Had to own
property to vote too.

AJ:

How important was national politics, such as the presidential election?

AC:

National politics wasn’t real important then. The newspaper came out once a
week but we couldn’t afford it. Politics has changed since then, very much.

AJ:

How important was agriculture to your family, such as farming and livestock?
And if it was important what types did you and your family participate in and how
did it influence your family during the 1930s?

AC:

That’s what supported us. Com,hogs, peas, sweet potatoes, it was a big part of
your diet. Farming was our life.

AJ:

What was the most important industry? How successful was that industry in the
1930s?

AC:
AJ:

Farming was the most important industry.
How was the issue of race perceived in the 1930s? Was it a ’’"big issue in your
area?
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AC:

The blacks didn’t have any rights, not allowed to vote, or go to school with you.
or church, nothing could they do with us. I know one old black man who owned
about 40 acres of land and he paid poll taxes every year but couldn’t go vote, he
knew he couldn’t because he was black, but he paid the tax because it was the
law.
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Martha Washington Owens
Martha Washington Owens was bom in 1917 to Mr. and Mrs. George Washington
in mral Wilkinson County. Mrs. Owens lived in Wilkinson County during her childhood
and teenage years, but moved away in her adulthood. She moved back and has lived in
Wilkinson County since. Mrs. Owens* interview was held on February 23, 2013.
AJ:

What did your house look like?

MO:

Our house was a two room house and I had two other siblings all crammed into
a small space. We didn’t know it was hard, but we do now.

AJ:

How old were you in the mid to late 1930s?

MO:

12

AJ:

What do you remember about political organizations and politics during the mid
to late 1930s?

MO:

Black people was not voting. None ofthe politicians came around to our houses
cause we was black and not able to vote.

AJ:

What were the most important social institutions to you and your family during
the mid to late 1930s? How have they affected you since? Are they still influential
in your life?

MO:

Church. The spiritual upbringing in the church. Church is still important to me
today, I still attend when I am able.
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AJ:

What was your family’s livelihood during the Great Depression?

MO:

Farming. My family farmed the land as sharecroppers on the Tom Cavin
Plantation. He had a lot of land. He had a lot of tenants. The plantation starts here
where we live and goes on down to Possum Comer Road. I would say he owns up
to 3000 acres on the Homochitto River. With at least 10 tenant or sharecroppers
on it.

AJ:

What was the primary employer of people in your area during the late 1930s and
about how many do you think they employed?

MO:

The primary employer was who was the white man that owned the land or
as we called him the landlord. Mr. Cavin employed our family and Mr. Johnson
employed some and so did Mr. Hazlip. The saw mill employed some out on the
pipeline, but they lived in separate camps from the white folks. In the town of
Crosby, the blacks lived on one side and the whites on the other side ofthe
railroad tracks, still do for the most part. We worked on either fourths or halfs if
we made ten bales of hay he would get five and we would get five if we were
working on halfs. If you working on fourths and made ten bales he would eight
and we would get two.

AJ:

What form of school was available to you as a child or teenager during the Great
Depression?

MO:

We had a one room school, with one teacher and old books for the entire school.
We got what was left over from the white schools. School started in October , we
walked about ten miles and only attend school about month, because had to work
in fields picking cotton, hoeing, and planting.
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AJ:

What foods did your family eat?

MO:

Sorghums syrup and biscuit. Milk with combread. A few vegetables not much
meat.

AJ:

What was the closest grocery store or provision store and how influential was it to
your area?

MO:

About four miles, the store was your way to get the stuff you didn’t have. We had
to get sugar and flour from the store along with kerosene for our lamps. And
where we would order our material from.

AJ:

What type of clothes did you wear?

MO:

My mother made our clothes from material her sister sent from Chicago.

AJ:

What type of transportation did you use?

MO:

Walking. We walked everywhere we had to go. We walked to church, to school,
to the store and just anywhere we had to go. Or if we were lucky sometimes the
we would hitch the mule to the wagon and we would be hauled around by wagon.

AJ:

How did your family celebrate holidays(Christmas, Easter, Fourth of July, etc.)?

MO:

By going to church on Christmas and Easter. We also went to visit family
in the neighborhood.

AJ:

What was your view of the Great Depression?

MO:

People was hungry and no jobs.

AJ:

Did any of your family work for a government sponsored relief program?

MO:

In 1944, I Martha Owens went to Omaha, Nebraska to work in an depot making
shells for the war, for the United States during the war.
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AJ:

What was the most important industry? How successful was that industry in the
1930s?

MO:

Cotton. The white landlords all planted cotton and that was what fields we worked
in and how my parents made their living as sharecroppers. After Mr. Cavin got to
walking over his land if people hung their hoes up on the fence for dinner he
would get them and take them to his house. They would know who got them. You
could go up to his house and ask him for your hoe and he would say if you could
find it you get and you
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Earline Johnson Reeves
Earline Johnson Reeves was bom in 1917 to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Johnson in
rural Wilkinson County. Mrs. Reeves has lived and worked in the Crosby community in
the Amite and Wilkinson county sections. Mrs. Reeve’s interview was on February 9,
2013.
AJ:

What did your house look like?

ER:

Long front porch, five rooms, and a back porch, three bedrooms, a kitchen, dining
room. Big rooms two of them were.

AJ:

How old were you in the mid to late 1930s?

ER:

Late teens- early twenties

AJ:

What do you remember about the political organizations and politics during the
mid to late 1930s?

ER:

Roosevelt brought WPA (Works Progress Administration) and programs,the
CCC (Civilian Conservation Corps)camps only thing remember about
government doing was building parks, roads, and bridges. Times were hard but
not as bad as it is now because everything is going digital. If foreign country
hacks our systems we will all go. Local politics was very important. Tom Smith
was Supervisor of the fifth district for about four terms. Mr. Anthony Woods was
our Sheriff of Wilkinson County.
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AJ:

What were the most important social institutions to you and your family during
the mid to late 1930s? How have they affected you since? Are they still influential
in your life?

ER:

In the ‘30s began to consolidate one room teacher schools and went to Crosby.
Mr.Charlie Netterville, then a preacher from Natchez, Paul Tucker would come
out and preach at the little Church, a Methodist consolidated church until we got a
preacher and built a church and started going to Perrytown. M.E. Johnson had
a program that held parties. Lela Hazlip had canning parties. We had croquet sets
and badminton sets, we would all get together and play we would always get
together at the Cavins. George Ashley would play the fiddle and Seymour
Ashley was the nicest looking young man. We had peanut boils aroimd
Halloween, the boys would cut wood and bring it for the boil. We also made
molasses candy. Jake washed my face in a watermelon rind once. We had to plan
things around the full moon so we could run up and down the roads together.
Nobody had cars.

AJ:

What was your family’s livelihood during the Great Depression?

ER:

We were farmers and my daddy would go and work the pipeline. Crosby built
another town that had a commissary. Fifty families lived on that creek it was
called Stephenson Two. Logged trees and built a rail system to bring the trees into
the town. All of this was open country from Hazlip to Uncle Earls, to Uncle
Fayette’s. Early in the morning, you could hear colored folks hollering at each
other in the fields. Had cows, cotton, com, velvet beans would tear you up [on
your legs], such good feed with protein, had rich milk from feeding to milk cows.
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Had a small patch of sugar cane just for ourselves. Last time I went to sugar mill
was at Will Sturdivant’s. It was fiin for everybody to get together and talk.
Rosetta had a library and I was the librarian at the Rosetta library.

AJ:

What was the primary employer of people in your area during the late 1930s and
about how many do you think they employed?

ER:

Primary employer would have been the saw mill if they picked up extra work
outside the farm it would have been logging or the saw mill. Put the pipeline
through a lot of Wilkinson County. Had road crew and that was about all the extra
work besides farming we had then. It took a lot of men to run those saws at the
saw mill. Maybe seventy-five men to get logs in ready to saw and handles in.

AJ:

What form of school was available to you as a child or teenager during the Great
Depression?

ER:

Two room school with two teachers through eighth grade imtil consolidation and
divided up classes. Hated school so bad. Stayed with Mr. and Mrs. Ed Day in
Crosby. In fourth grade the little kid would say the old red rooker cause you could
hear everything then. Had a little wood heater in the room that was our mode of
heating. Even when we consolidated, the same teacher would have to teach Math
or English too. Had to buy our own books, and it was hard to get our own books.
Had to take Latin because that was all we could get. That was Depression times
‘20s and ‘30s. Always had prayer in the mornings, that’s what public schools
can’t have. Perrytown school was right across the road from our house. I felt sorry
for those kids that had to walk especially the Hazlips. We had bad winters, icicles
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hanging from roof, ice coming up from the ground, we had some bad winters. But
we had momma and daddy and we were always loved, we had a good life.
Throwing a stumbling block in front of people. Daddy can’t afford private school.
Florence “Snoop” Hazlip died the year I graduated, she was my buddy. It was her
appendix, they cut you all the way open, very pretty. Barney Hazlip was the last
one they put on a train to Vicksburg to have their appendix taken out. Nina,
Barney, and Florence looked a lot alike, looked a lot alike. Mammaw Hazlip
looked like Betty, both looked like Florence.
AJ:

What foods did your family eat?

ER:

All types of vegetables, gris meal, home ground meal, had cows, chickens, pork,
men all hunted wild game. Had plenty to eat, never went hungry, although we
worked hard. Daddy planted sweet potatoes and we had orchards and picked
berries. All we bought was sugar and coffee. Had no indoor plumbing, had water
wells. Kerosene was the other thing we had to buy. I shouldn’t have forgot that, it
was my job to fill them, keep wicks trimmed, and clean. But we didn’t have
people on welfare or bread lines like now. Soup kitchens weren’t known back
then. Sometimes, Bully Hazlip, Barney Hazlip, Jake Hazlip, Lavelle Caffrey
and L.T. Vines would come by on Sunday evenings and would tell me that if they
killed rabbits would I cook them. We would fry the meaty parts and boil the other
and make stew with gravy. Then daddy would ask,“Nel would you make some
molasses cakes?” and I would. They could eat some food. Nobody ever had to
leave because you were going to eat and so they stayed with us and ate too.

AJ:

What was the closest grocery store or provision store and how influential was it to
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your area?
ER:

Aunt Malva’s store. A salesman came from Natchez, took orders and delivered
them. Had very little produce cabbage, potatoes, onions, had no way of keeping
frozen food or any of that. Rosetta had five stores within one hundred yards of
each other. Bob Brumfield’s store. Bob Kellar’s store. Aunt Bonnie and Uncle
Bunyan Tillery’s store, and Mrs. Nunnery’s store.

AJ:

What type of clothes did you wear?

ER:

Cotton clothing. My momma sewed. We would buy material, very inexpensive,
and she would make mine and Wanzie’s dresses. The B train would run in the
morning, mostly used catalog to buy clothing with, could send order off on the
train on Monday and by Wednesday it was back. Had good service due to
railroad.

AJ:

What type of transportation did you use?

ER:

Had a bus that came through and took people to railroad from Natchez to
McComb. When they took the railroad out it devastated the town. There were
very few cars and trucks and they were A and T model. Then chevys started
coming in. Daddy bought our first Chevrolet in 1928 from Cliff Herring in
Meadville. I found the receipt in some of momma’s stuff not long ago he paid
$800 for a two-seated Chevrolet. Model T was cheaper but only had canvas on
top, and had all these things had to fasten together with,just didn’t hold up

as

good in the country. A lot of people had to wait until river real low to ford it and
go to Natchez with a wagon and spend the night and come back the next day with
supplies. Molly and I would walk I packed Irene around she was loving not
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Corrine she wasn’t, Molly had her.
AJ:

How did your family celebrate holidays (Christmas, Easter, Fourth of July, etc.)?

ER:

Always had big feasts offood, momma would have cakes and pies full on dining
room table. A couple of hams, daddy had killed a pig, and turkey. At school
always had programs that went along. We had to work hard but we had a good
life. At home for Christmas, we had a Christmas tree, mostly got clothes for
Christmas. Had a Christmas program at school and drew names. We had a
Christmas program at church, we enjoyed it even though all we did was sing
songs. For Easter we had a big Easter egg hunt at school, we used material to dye
eggs. My brother found a navy sweater with red polka dots on it and he said it
would make the prettiest Easter eggs and it did. For the Fourth of July, we had a
fish fry we would go fish at the lake and family from all different places, the
Cruises from Liberty would come. Oh,that was some good fish.

AJ:

What was your view of the Great Depression?

ER:

We had some Daily News from Jackson, the Natchez paper, the Woodville paper,
long time before we had a little radio. We didn’t have much way to keep up. Our
world was small in a way. We found out things in due time. Agriculture went fine
a lot of our family had to come home after they went to work in automobile
factories. At different times, people would stop and ask for something. One man
came by late at night and asked for food. Daddy told him that we had already
eaten and all we had was milk and combread and he said mister I will take
anything. One time a man stopped and asked to spend the night. Daddy gave him
a blanket and he slept in the bam. The next morning the blanket was folded up on
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the front porch and the man was gone. Rosetta was founded as a hobo camp and
was sponsored by the government. A black man took the train from Chicago and
when he got to Rosetta, he was dead. He had died from malaria. People and their
families fled Rosetta and it caused the decline of Rosetta.
AJ:

Did any of your family work for a government sponsored relief program?

ER:

No but I had friends who did. Bully Hazlip, Will Sturdivant, Pete Sturdivant, John
Arnold and a whole gang ofthe Nettles boys.

AJ:

What was the most important industry? How successful was that industry in the
1930s?

ER:

Agriculture was the most important industry. Agriculture kept our family and
other families with food.

AJ:

How was the issue of race perceived in the 1930s? Was it a “big issue in your
area?

ER:

There were black sharecroppers some land owners were good to their people and
some were not. Hard feelings came when some were treated bad, I can t blame
them. Some of our best friends were black. When daddy would be sick, I would
go to Aunt Inez’s house and ask Silas to come and haul wood and feed the
livestock. Momma would set him a big plate on the table and that was his piece
for helping us. I had an Aunt named Jule she was brought home as a tiny baby she
fit in my uncle’s great coat pocket. Her mother had died and she called my
grandparents momma and daddy. She married three times. When she was old,
sick, and alone she wrote to paw and he and Uncle Earl went to Kingston and
gave a deposition so she could get Civil War benefits, one of her husbands had
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been in the Civil War. She wrote again several years later saying she wanted to
come home so paw went to Kingston and brought her home and built her a house
that we called the Jule house it was right behind our house. She was bom a slave,
but she was the exception, she was family. Her face was black but I loved her. We
didn’t have that feeling if you were black or white. Blacks and whites went to
church together for so long, sat side by side, separation didn t come until
Reconstruction.
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Norma Johnson Walker
Norma Johnson Walker was bom in 1923 to Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Johnson in rural
Wilkinson County near the community of Ireland. In June of 1926, her family moved to
Roxie, a small town in Franklin County. Her family made regular weekend visits to her
grandparents in Wilkinson County. She has lived in Franklin County since her childhood.
Mrs. Walker’s interview was on March 30,2013.
AJ:

What did your house look like?

NW:

I was bom in the Swayze House on Perrytown Road. Pop was managing that
property when I was bom. Aunt Lu was a freed slave living right next door, right
out the kitchen door, and she lived there as her house. She was my black mammy.
One time I was in the tub, or the number three washtub, and I was embarrassed by
something and she came and got me out of the tub. She ironed my diapers, she
would not put a rough diaper on me. It was a dogtrot house and apparently, the
kitchen and dining room were connected. I had a picture that advertised sugar
cane molasses with the house on it, but I don’t know where it is.

AJ:

How old were you in the mid to late 1930s?

NW:

I was between the ages of 12 and 17.

AJ:

What do you remember about the political organizations and politics during the
mid to late 1930s?
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NW:

Nothing. Politics never did interest me. Had a battle in Woodville and somebody
was killed but that’s all I remember.

AJ:

What were the most important social institutions to you and your family during
the mid to late 1930s? How have they affected you since? Are they still influential
in your life?

NW:

Church and school. We put the church activities first, activities ofthe church took
priority over school. Only activities with school was basketball. We had a youth
group and we uh visited other churches in the county, don t remember what they
were called. We entertained ourselves, we didn’t have toys. I never heard
anybody say,“I am bored until recent years.”

AJ:

What was your family’s livelihood during the Great Depression?

NW:

We didn’t stay in Wilkinson County long. Pop bought some land, he farmed, but
he realized farming wasn’t his cup oftea so we moved to Franklin County in June
of 1926. Pop ran a service station and that was the only livelihood we had. He
switched to timber in the 1940s, buying and selling it. It was pulpwood, he was
buying it, had several men working for him. One is still alive, he calls every now
and then to check on me and see how I am doing. He had the only service station
in town at that time. He sold pan-am gas. One ofthe grocery stores picked up gas
later. I have pumped gas before electric pumps. We sold white gas, which was 19
cents and regular gas for 15 cents a gallon.

AJ:

What was the primary employer of people in your area during the late 1930s and
about how many do you think they employed?
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NW:

Fanning. In about 1939 Annstrong put that tire plant in Natchez. We had here in
Roxie a pickling plant. They brought cucumbers and put them in vats and they
cured them and sent them to Wiggins to a pickle plant, but it only worked one
person.

AJ:

What form of school was available to you as a child or teenager during the Great
Depression?

NW:

My school was a consolidated school. It was primary through twelfth grade. It
was called Whiteapple and it consolidated with Roxie and one near Providence
consolidated too into several buildings. It had a gymnasium, vo-technical, and
school buildings. We had a basketball team, the girls basketball team played the
first game in February of 1940. Didn't have any heat and played on a freezing
court. That ground was frozen we played on a cold ground. In college, at the W,
Louise lived off campus and I lived on campus. The lady who ran the bookstore
had to close because the governor changed his position. The lady opened up a
second hand bookshop two blocks over and so we got a job there selling second
hand books.

AJ:
NW:

What foods did your family eat?
Peas, combread, baked sweet potatoes and I still love peas, combread, and baked
sweet potatoes. If we had peas and combread for a meal, we sat down and filled
up. Mr. John Hazlip had a bunch of beehives, now Dook,(Aunt Fannie), had
honey, but I don’t like honey on my biscuits. We had syrup and biscuits for
breakfast. We had a cow that Pop milked. We ate whatever

was raised in the
was

garden, we didn’t go to the store and buy. We had string-beans. Since money
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so scarce they would barter. Grandmother, seems to me gave us three eggs a piece
to take to Bills store so we could exchange them for a coke. Grandmother s house
had two rooms on each side, Sidney took the house and made a huge living room
by using log pins. He thought the house was built in 1830,Pop thought 1837.
Called Grandmother’s daddy Granny Cobb, he lived in house on Perrytown, and
Grandmother and Grandfather bought the house from him. My momma raised a
garden and had a big green patch mustard and turnips. The black people would
come and want a nickels worth of greens. My momma would pinch them off so
they would grow again. They would also come and get a nickels worth of clabber
milk, it was normally a dime.
AJ:

What was the closest grocery store or provision store and how influential was it to
your area?

NW:

A block. Pops station was on one comer and a block up was the mercantile. I
remember the day Pop gave me ten cents to go buy a loaf of bread, now we call it
light bread and we didn’t have it very often, we had biscuit and combread.
Colonial had come out with a shorter loaf for five cents and Mr. Seab, the owner
of the mercantile, he had one of the leading general merchandise stores at the
time, handed me two loaves that were about twelve inches long that were ten
cents, I told him I would take the five cent bread and Pop was shocked that I
brought him five cents back.

AJ:

What type of clothes did you wear?

NW:

Hand me downs. Grandma would take momma’s dress and cut me out a dress
from her dress. And I call that hand me downs. Shoes- let me tell you this, we
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always got catalogues from Sears and Roebucks and they had a pair of Oxfords
for sixty-nine cents, I went behind momma’s back and ordered them. Those were
the best shoes and I wore them for a long time. When the catalogue got outdated
you took it to the John and looked at it. We didn’t have a bathroom until sometime
in the 1940s, must have been 1940.
AJ:
NW:

What type of transportation did you use?
We walked. I learned to drive in I think it was 1938. We had a 1937 Ford. It was a
manual shift, no such thing as an automatic back then. My neighbor taught me
Pop wouldn’t.

AJ:

How did your family celebrate holidays (Christmas, Easter, Fourth of July, etc.)?

NW:

Let me tell you about the Fourth of July. Pa Johnson, he had an oxbow lake on the
Homochitto River on the back side of his place and they would go down there and
go saneing for fish. A.J. was the main one and some blacks helped him. Henry
Holliday was one and he had a wife named Jenny, she was W.C.’s, my younger
brother’s, black mammy. They would build a fire and cooked the fish on the fire.
Jenny kept W.C., she would pick fish out for him so he wouldn’t get a bone. I
don’t know who picked them out for me. I don’t remember what else, but we had
some good fish. In middle ofthe afternoon, that was the biggest looking ice cream
freezer, must have been that big [measuring about three feet tall and two feet
wide], but as a kid I’m sure it looked bigger than it was. We would have
homemade ice cream. If it threatened rain we would go to the front porch and you
know how it turns cold after a rain, we would freeze to death. At Christmas we
went to both grandparents, made a loop. Sidney told me momma always brought
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fruit salad and he enjoyed every bit of it. Momma made ambrosia and I had to
peel the oranges and I didn’t know how then. As kids, we always had to eat at the
second table at grandmother’s house, and being a kid, and being always hungry,
you thought the adult were never going to get up from the table and leave.
Chester, that was Pa Johnson’s youngest brother, always kept us in stitches. At
Easter we went to Pa Johnson’s house and had an Easter egg hunt on that hill and
on the front side ofthe house. One year Uncle Bill was designated to hide the
eggs. He took all those eggs and sat on them, he didn’t hide any ofthem and we
looked, and looked, and looked, and we finally figured out he was sitting on them.
We didn’t bring any eggs with us or dye any eggs. Sidney and Louise always had
enough eggs for all of us.
AJ:

What was your view ofthe Great Depression?

NW:

Its not a viewpoint, we were all poor as Jobs’s turkey and we didn’t know any
different. We didn’t have vending machines at school, you took it from home or
got it from the store. Some didn’t bring lunch to school, they would wait until
supper. I couldn’t wait until supper, I went home from school at lunch and ate.
Momma and Daddy kept us busy I had chores, I don’t know what W.C. did he
went with daddy to the service station. I cleaned the kitchen while momma went
to the garden and hoed. She hoed every day.

AJ:

Did any of your family work for a government sponsored relief program?

NW:

No. But a friend of mine, she researched the history of Franklin County and she
got paid a check for it. It was for some type of government sponsored relief
program. The CCC stayed in camps like army camps. They built Dixie Springs
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lake and campground right here in Franklin County. They were given a check to
work, not a hand out.
AJ:

How important was national politics, such as the presidential election?

NW:

President Roosevelt ran for candidate and he ran on the platform ofthe New Deal
and why we don’t go back and do that again instead of holding your hand out and
saying give me a check I don’t know why. The New Deal Roosevelt established
the WPAs and the CCCs are the two I can think of. They gave a service to the
country.

AJ:

How important was agriculture to your family, such as farming and livestock?
And if it was important what types did you and your family participate in and how
did it influence your family during the 1930s?

NW:

Not very important. Pop came up here and opened service station to quit farming.
Pop had a saying. He used the mule to farm the com, used the com to feed the
mule, and used the mule to farm the com. He said that this was a senseless cycle.
He didn’t like farming. Momma gardened.

AJ:

How was the issue of race perceived in the 1930s? Was it a “big’ issue in your
area?

NW:

We didn’t hate the negro, we loved Ciss she would come and help grandmother. I
don’t know what she was paid. Pop said if one of Ciss’s chaps got sick she would
go to Grandma Johnson to get her to doctor them. If they needed a pair of shoes.
Pa Johnson would buy them a pair of shoes. They would eat with Pa Johnson and
Grandma. Had an aunt who lived over a hundred, she would buy material and
make her a dress. I remember a black lady named Mattie that live by Aunt Dook.
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Smoke would come from Mattie’s house late in the summer afternoons and Baby
Hazlip would holler “What you bumin?” and Mattie would holler back “Cow
shit!” It kept the mosquitoes away. Baby knew what she was burning, she just had
to holler and ask anyway. We would go to Mattie’s house and visit and she would
visit us. Her house would be so clean, you could eat off the floors.
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C.V. Washington
C.V. Washington was bom in 1929 in Natchez, Mississippi to Mr. George
Washington and Mrs. Eliza Jane Scott Washington. Mr. Washington lived in rural
Wilkinson County until he was drafted into the military in 1950. After the military, he
came back, went to school in Centreville, Mississippi, and now lives in rural Wilkinson
County near Crosby. Mr. Washington’s interview was on Febmary 23, 2013,
AJ:

What did your house look like?

CW:

A country shack. Our house was a two room house with my parents and two other
siblings.

AJ:

How old were you in the mid to late 1930s?

CW:

8 or 9

AJ:

What do you remember about the political organizations and politics during the
mid to late 1930s?

CW:

Nothing. We weren’t given the vote until the 1960s so politicians did not come
around and politic with us.

AJ:

What were the most important social institutions to you and your family during
the mid to late 1930s? How have they affected you since? Are they still influential
in your life?

CW:

Church, but it’s not really been influential in my life since.
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AJ:

What was your family’s livelihood during the Great Depression?

CW:

Sharecropping. My family lived on the Tom Cavin plantation and sharecropped
cotton.

AJ:

What was the primary employer of people in your area during the late 1930s and
about how many do you think they employed?

CW:

Farming. Several families were employed on Mr. Gavin’s farm and I know
several other farms also hired a lot sharecroppers to farm cotton, soybeans, and
com.

AJ:

What form of school was available to you as a child or teenager during the Great
Depression?

CW:

A one room school with one teacher.

AJ:

What foods did your family eat?

CW:

Symp and biscuits

AJ:

What was the closest grocery store or provision store and how influential was it

to

your area?
CW:

A mile. We would walk and buy sugar, flour, and other stuff we couldn t make
and then walk back home packing it.

AJ:

What type of clothes did you wear?

CW:

Overalls that my momma made. All our clothes were homemade.

AJ:

What type of transportation did you use?

CW:

Walking. We walked to church, we walked to school, and we walked to the
store.

AJ:

How did your family celebrate holidays(Christmas, Easter, Fourth of July, etc.)?
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CW:

Momma would cook cakes and pies and we would go to church on Christmas
and Easter, and get together with family.

AJ:

How important was national politics, such as the presidential election?

CW:

I was too young to remember. We didn’t have much communication such as TVs
and newspapers that made it to our house.
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Allie B Felter Wisner
Allie B Felter Wisner was bom in Catahoula Parish Louisiana on August 15, 1919
to Mr. Ellison and Mrs. Allie Metcalf Felter. Mrs. Wisner’s family moved from
Catahoula Parish to Wilkinson County, Mississippi, when she was eight or nine. Mrs.
Wisner has lived in Wilkinson County since. Mrs. Wisner’s interview was on March 30.
2013.
AJ:
AW:

What did your house look like?
We lived on an old plantation in the swamp forest. We lived in the home
plantation. We lived in Louisiana for nine years; five of us were bom in
Louisiana then we moved when I was probably eight or nine.

AJ:

How old were you in the mid to late 1930s?

AW:

15

AJ:

What do you remember about the political organizations and politics during the
mid to late 1930s?

AW:

Franklin Roosevelt got us out of it. I was ten years old when the Depression first
started around here. My older sister Vivian Young had one child and the moved
back from Walker, Louisiana. The men pitched in and helped my father build a
good big garden. My oldest brother and his family lived with us after their oldest
one died from diphtheria. We had a house full for a while always managed
somehow. We eventually moved to a bigger house to hold everybody. My sister
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Doris lived in New Orleans and had to move back with her two children and
husband. They couldn’t find work in New Orleans and had to wait in bread lines
to get food. Roosevelt made everybody that lived on farms give back if they had
a surplus or what he considered too much. We had four pigs and we had to give
one away or kill it, daddy gave it away. Also, every fourth row of com we had
to give away, only way to get out of depression was to give back. I got married at
fifteen. We still had Doris and Vivian with us but soon after Doris moved to the
Mathis place and Vivian moved back to Walker, Louisiana with her husband.
After I married the government gave my daddy a milk cow and furmshed
the seed. The government would send boys from out west to build on roads and
send our boys to other states and give them some wages. J.G., Buddy, and Lloyd
all went to the coast for training. Lloyd would go help some farmers and they
would give him symp and other stuff and he would bring it home. It was real bad
in other places, long lines in other places, rich didn’t know how to live, they were
jumping out of windows. One good example was Goat Castle in Natchez. When
the Depression hit they lost their money and couldn’t pay people to work for them
and they didn’t know how to work for themselves depended on servants to do
things for them all their lives and that nice antebellum home fell to pieces after
they let the goats roam the house.
AJ:

What were the most important social institutions to you and your family during
the mid to late 1930s? How have they affected you since? Are they still influential
in your life?
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AW:

Church was really important. Si Lanehart drove flat bed truck for Mr. Netterville
to take us to church. Another thing the government did to raise our spirits was
they paid people to have parties and dances. Ma Wisner held them then. Had a lot
at Lloyds house until they all went to fighting. Didn’t get over for a good while
me and Buell married in 1935 probably didn’t get over until 1940, we had
chickens, hogs, com, but didn’t have flour. Couldn’t buy nothing without
coupon, had to get in lines to buy four pounds of lard. We gave our coffee
coupons to momma and daddy, we didn’t care all that much for coffee.
Beechstand School was where we went. It was three buildings and a lunchroom. I
went there until 1 got married, boys went there until it burned, then Crosby, and
then Woodville.

AJ:

What was your family’s livelihood during the Great Depression?

AW:

We were farmers. We farmed com for a good long time and cotton for only a
couple of years. We had a few cows, a good many hogs before we sold out of
them.

AJ:

What was the primary employer of people in your area during the late 1930s and
about how many do you think they employed?

AW:

Netterville sawmill was the primary employer. Still is now. I don’t really know,
maybe twenty, maybe not that much, most definitely not as big as it is now.

AJ:

What form of school was available to you as a child or teenager during the Great
Depression?
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AW:

We went to school at Beechstand it was a three building schoolhouse. School
went up to the 12^ grade, it was a consolidated school built out oflumber a pretty
good size, plum on up to the 12^ grade.

AJ:

What foods did your family eat?

AW:

Mostly vegetables, picked berries from the woods, a lot of blackberries. My
mother-in-law and her family lived a whole lot better. Her husband died in 1931
and he left her a $2000.00 life insurance, so they were well off. She would buy us
a ten pound sack offlour every now and then when she thought we needed it,
which we usually did. We lived in the old house imtil we built this one. We had to
buy flour, kerosene, coffee, lard, and sugar. We had a milk cow, probably two or
three. We killed hogs and momma’s chickens. Momma had chickens, she just
loved her chickens, and we had to eat her chickens. We always had meat
throughout the year. We often times made homemade lard or we would use cream
instead of lard in our cooking. Once before Douglas was bom, I was picking out
cracklins and Jerry turned the can of lard over he was about two and a half, I just
sat down and cried, we had been working all day. Buell told me to just leave it
and we would get it in the morning. We had a cat and the next morning you could
see the cats tracks through the lard. Buell used lye soap and scalding water to
clean the floor, 1 had the prettiest yellow floors. People around here weren’t sad.
we had plenty to eat, everybody was in the same shoes. Everyone had big families
and were in the same times we were in,just wished we could have had better
clothes and shoes.

AJ:

What was the closest grocery store or provision store and how influential was it to
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your area?
AW:

About five miles at Jack Howie’s. Had lots of stuff in it, clothes, food, dishes.
Buell bought two plates, two forks,two spoons, and a frying pan when we got
married. After Tommy, my sister’s husband died she came for a visit with her two
kids. Well Buell disappeared for a while and I didn’t think nothing about it. Buell
reappeared a few hours later. He had went and bought three more plates, forks,
and spoons.

AJ:

What type of clothes did you wear?

AW:

Clothes were the main thing you had to buy and didn’t have the money for. The
government gave away cloth for dresses. After I married, I had one church dress
and one everyday dress. My sister-in-law moved to Sicily Island and sent us hand
me downs, had so many kids that hand me downs were worn out. And we didn’t
have shoes. One time when I did have shoes I had a hole in my shoe. I put
pasteboard in my shoe to cover the hole. I left them outside on the porch when I
went inside with my socks stuffed in them. One little boy being a smart-aleck
pulled the sock through the hole and came inside asking,“Who’s shoes are
these?” I had to claim them, but I was so ashamed. I went to school so long
without shoes one time that my teacher gave me a pair, but they had heels and I
had to learn to walk in heels, I was about twelve.

AJ:

What type of transportation did you use?

AW:

Our feet mostly. My grandpa had a horse and buggy. Very very few had cars. The
preacher one time asked,“Why did everybody marry fourth cousins?” I told him
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it was because we had to walk to court and you weren’t going to walk very far to
court.
AJ:

How did your family celebrate holidays (Christmas, Easter, Fourth of July, etc.)?

AW:

We would all get together at parents home. I would go to mommas. I would cook
three or four cakes when kids were little and would tell them that they couldn t
touch them before Christmas. The first year we were married we couldn’t get
anything because we didn’t have anything. One year my brother was working and
brought both of the boys a hammer,they hit everything, that was something he
shouldn’t have got them. One year he got them a wind-up popeye that pushed a
wheelbarrow, my kids were scared ofthe toy, but my daddy loved it, he played
with it every day.

AJ:

How important was local politics? Can you remember who any of the local
politicians were?

AW:

Way back then, Chris Vines ran for supervisor. We had to pay a poll tax to vote. It
wasn’t that much but it was a lot back then. Chris would pay for your poll tax if
he wanted your vote. He was supposed to marry me and Buell, we waited until
midnight and he never came. Buell went the next day and got Mr. Charlie
Netterville to marry us.

AJ:

How was the issue of race perceived in the 1930s? Was it a “big” issue in your
area?

AW:

The black ones ate out on the porch, they didn’t eat with you. They weren t
treated right, we see that now. But we didn't think nothing about it, it was just
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how things were. They had all those civil rights doings and we just thought they
were wrong. In Woodville it was five blacks to every one white.

I
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Conclusion
The oral histories recorded in this document prove that in rural Wilkinson County,
the Great Depression brought many changes, but the changes that occurred did not
negatively affect the lives of those who lived there, especially in the rural areas

near

Crosby. The citizens of northern Wilkinson County, who were interviewed for this
project, reflected fondly on the 1930s. Some were children, some were teenagers, one had
just married, and one was working for the Civilian Conservation Corps. As many would
say this should have been the best years of their lives, and to the interviewees it was the
some ofthe best years of their lives. Daily life adapted to the changes, the ones who were
children went to school, while their parents worked on the farm or had small-town jobs,
one’s father was a carpenter during part of the year. The Great Depression brought
changes to the interviewees’ lives, but the changes that occurred due to the Great
Depression were beneficial. Five noticeable themes found in these interviews are that the
Great Depression brought many changes to northern rural Wilkinson County such as
implementation of government programs, better schooling, new livelihoods, and the
importance of the timber industry; however, the conditions of African Americans in rural
Wilkinson County remained the same.
One of the most noticeable changes that took place due to the Great Depression
was a dramatic shift in agriculture. These people still used a horse, or mule, and plow to
plant their fields, technology such as the tractor would not be widespread in this area until
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after World War II. For example,in other areas ofthe United States, 13.5 percent ofthe
farming population owned a tractor, while 3.9 percent offarmers in the South owned
tractors.‘ Mrs. Allie B. Wisner provides some very useful insight into the ways in which
the government was trying to pull the farmers out ofthe Great Depression. Mrs. Allie B.
Wisner recalls the government implementing a program that “made everybody on farms
give back if they had a surplus, or what he (Franklin Roosevelt) considered too much.”
Mrs. Allie B. Wisner’s family had to give away or pull up one-fourth of all their com and
had to either kill or give away their fourth hog. If they killed the hog, they could not keep
the meat, so her father gave the hog to a family in need. According to Robert S.
McElvaine, Roosevelt implemented this program in an attempt to “eliminate surplus
«2

production, in order to raise prices,

Due to the Agriculture Adjustment Act, six million

piglets and 200,000 sows were killed and ten million acres of cotton was destroyed.^ Mrs.
Allie B. Wisner did not know why the President implemented this act. Mrs. Allie B.
Wisner just knew that it affected her family. One reason she may not have known is that
the government used the radio to explain New Deal Programs'^ and her family did not
have a radio. While over fifty percent of the population had a radio in their homes,the
majority of mral Wilkinson County did not nor did the people receive national news on a
daily basis. To the rural citizens of Wilkinson County, local news and events were more
important to them than national.
While the New Deal was making changes in the nature of agriculture, it was at the
same time implementing programs that would create new jobs. Two of these programs

' Pete Demiel. Breaking, the Land.(Chicago: U of Illinois P, 1985) 175-6.
■ Robert S. McElvaine. The Great Depression: America, /929-/9^/,CNew York: Three Rivers Press, 2009)
149.
’Ibid. 149.
Pete Daniel. Breaking the Land.(Chicago: U of Illinois P, 1987) 164.
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reached rural Wilkinson County, the Civilian Conservation Corps(CCC)and the Works
Progress Administration(WPA). Mr. A.D. Carter was a member ofthe Civilian
Conservation Corps and he worked on roads in Utah and Nevada, he signed up because it
meant he “got to travel some, The Civilian Conservation Corps accepted young.
unmarried men who would travel and be able to see parts ofthe United States. Long has
«5

the CCC been the “most widely praised of the New Deal programs.

The Works

Progress Administration appears to have been the more dominant ofthe programs in the
rural areas. Almost each individual interviewed was related to or knew someone who
worked with for the WPA. Mr. A.D. Carter’s father worked on roads and Mrs. Mary
Ashley had cousins who worked in the WPA. According to Mrs. Mary Ashley, the WPA
was the reason that many of the houses in rural Wilkinson County got toilets and “they
only cost five dollars.”
Besides implementing programs, better schooling was a change brought to rural
Wilkinson County due to the Great Depression. Prior to the Depression and at the
beginning of the Depression the majority of schools in rural Wilkinson County were one
room school houses with only one teacher, and in some cases the classes did not extend
beyond the eighth grade. According to Mr. A.D. Carter, the only high school in
Wilkinson County in the early Depression era was at Woodville and “it was a boarding
school, the poor couldn’t afford to go.” In the 1930s, Beechstand School was built near
the Buffalo River and it had the first high school for poor kids. During the Great
Depression, the one-room schoolhouses consolidated to form one school. Mrs. Mary
Ashley attended a one-room schoolhouse her first year of school and for the second year
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York: Three Rivers Press.

she attended the Crosby Consolidated School and had her own classroom without the
interference of younger children. A significant improvement that came with the
consolidated schools was that the children no longer had to walk to school in the freezing
cold, rain, or snow; they were now bused to the school in Crosby. The improvements
made in schooling, particularly the consolidation ofthe schools, was a positive outcome
from the Great Depression.
In addition to the implementation of programs and better schooling, the Great
Depression brought changes to many people’s livelihoods in rural Wilkinson County.
Mrs. Norma Walker’s father completely switched jobs during the depression years. Her
father began as a manager of a farm on Perrytown Road and in 1926 her father quit
farming because it was “a senseless cycle” and opened a service station in Roxie,
Mississippi, thirteen miles north of Crosby and in Franklin County. To switch jobs
completely when times were hard was not as big of a step as many might think. Mrs.
Norma Walker’s grandfather was a wealthy landowner from prior to the Depression years
and so he could help his son when needed. Mrs. Earline Reeves’ father, however,
worked two jobs part of the year. He worked on the pipelines(the railway system that
went deep into the Homochitto National Forest to collect timber) and as a farmer.
Livelihoods changed and sometimes more than one livelihood was necessary.
The importance of the timber industry is a key theme found in a majority ofthe
oral histories documented in this research. In the early twentieth century, the timber from
Mississippi’s forests made the state the national leader in lumber^ and the Crosby area of
Wilkinson County was no different. When the interviewees were asked what the most
important industry was in the area, many replied timber and agriculture. The most
* James E. Fickle. Mississippi Forests and Forestr}’.{iackson, University Press of Mississippi. 2001)65.
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common timber industry named was the Crosby Lumber Co. In the early 1930s, the
Crosby mill closed due to bankruptcy, which according to Fickle, forty percent of mills
went bankrupt in this period,^ and L.O. Crosby bought and reopened the mill. According
to Mrs. Mary Ashley, the mill employed around two hundred people. This includes the
workers at the mill and the workers on the pipelines. The pipeline was the railroad tracks
that ran from deep in the forests to the mill in Crosby and brought the logs out ofthe
forest by train. The Crosby Lumber Co. had acquired new technology in the early
twentieth century. Instead of an ax, the men now used a crosscut saw,^ but the men still
used the team of oxen to pull the logs to the pipeline. What is unusual about the Crosby
Lumber Co. is that by the 1930s,the logging crews on the pipeline consisted of black and
whites working together.^ The timber industry did not rely solely on race if it needed a
worker.
Although The Great Depression brought many changes good and bad, it did not
bring changes to the African American population in rural Wilkinson County. Mrs.
Martha Owens and Mr. C.V. Washington, brother and sister, explain this in their oral
histories. Mrs. Martha Owens and Mr. C.V. Washington’s family were sharecroppers
who worked the land of a white landlord. Between 1930 and 1935 the amount of
sharecroppers decreased 12 percent in the south. The white landlord could have
removed Mr. C.V. Washington and Mrs. Martha Owens’ family from the land at any
time, but thankfully, he did not. According to McElvaine,forty percent of African

'Ibid. 142.
* Ibid. 69.
‘'ibid. 109.
Pete Daniel. Breaking the Land.(Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1987) 100.
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Americans during the Depression were farm laborers and tenants.*^ Whites felt that
African Americans should be given the lowest paying jobs possible and when those jobs
were all that was left during the Great Depression, whites then took them from African
12

Americans. However,the WPA was a “godsend for blacks,'

but not in rural Wilkinson

County. Since this was prior to the Civil Rights Movement African Americans, who
owned land were still not able to vote. Mr. A.D. Carter said that he knew a black man
who owned around forty acres, this man “paid his poll tax every year, but couldn’t go
vote” because it was against the law. When Mr. C.V. Washington and Mrs. Martha
Owens were asked about how the issue ofrace was perceived in the 1930s, they preferred
not to make a response. For African Americans the Great Depression brought little
change in rural Wilkinson County.
In the urban areas ofthe United States, the Great Depression brought many
different forms of suffering, but mainly in the form ofloss. Urban Americans lost their
jobs, lost their life savings, lost their homes, and some suffered from constant hunger. In
the section of Wilkinson County studied in this thesis, the people did not lose their jobs
because the majority of men were small farmers or had a trade. The people did not lose
their life savings because they did not have a lot of money that needed to be kept in banks
and actually the closest bank was in Natchez or Gloster, which are both in different
counties. The people did not lose their homes because they owned their own homes and
did not have mortgages from a bank like urban Americans. Nor did the rural people of
Wilkinson County suffer from constant hunger because they grew their own produce. All
of the interviewees remember the time fondly, mainly because it was their younger years.

Ibid. 189.
Ibid. 193.
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but some of the interviews reflect a shame due to not having enough money to be like the
rest of the community.
In nearly every oral history recorded in this document,the interviewees talk about
never going hungry, that there was always food on the table and for holidays there was
even more food. Mr. A.D. Carter recalled his family having grits for breakfast and they
raised their own chickens, hogs, and cows, which provided food for the family. Similarly,
Mrs. Earline Reeves recalls that her family “never went hungry,” they had all types of
vegetables to eat since that was what they grew. In addition, according to Mrs. Martha
Owens vegetables was her family’s main staple, “they didn’t have much meat. Although
the interviewees list the types offood their families ate on an everyday basis, those foods
are nothing compared to the food and activities their families had on holidays. The Fourth
of July appears to be the most important holiday celebrated by several of the
interviewees. According to Mrs. Mary Ashley, her family always had homemade ice
cream at the Fourth of July along with fireworks and firecrackers when they could afford
them. Mrs. Norma Walker’s family celebration ofthe Fourth of July is very similar to
Mrs. Mary Ashley’s in that her family had homemade ice cream, but her family also had
a fish fry; however, Mrs. Norma Walker’s recollection of Easter made her laugh during
the interview. Mrs. Norma Walker remembered that one Easter, her Uncle Bill was
chosen to hide the Easter eggs and instead of hiding them separately, he sat on them. Mrs.
Norma Walker laughed as she recalled searching and searching for those eggs and that
come to find out Bill was sitting on the eggs. The interviewees’ fondest memories come
from their family reunions that involved a holiday, food, and activities.
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Although a majority ofthe memories the interviewees recall in the oral histories
presented in this document are positive memories oftheir lives during the Great
Depression, a few negative memories can be found, especially in relation to shame. A
majority of the interviewees knew that their families did not have enough money to have
the same luxuries as other families ofthe area and sometimes this caused shame. For
instance, Mrs. Allie B. Wisner recalls having a teacher giving her a pair of shoes because
she had gone to school for so long without a pair. Mrs. Allie B. Wisner also tells of when
she had a pair of shoes that she had worn so long that they developed a hole in the sole of
the shoe and to cover the hole Mrs. Allie B. Wisner put pasteboard in the bottom. Mrs.
Allie B. Wisner was ashamed to have shoes with holes in them while others had perfectly
good shoes.
Although the Great Depression brought about many hardships for families living
in the United States, it brought several improvements for American families living in
rural Wilkinson County, Mississippi. The implementation of government programs such
as the CCC and WPA provided the poor families with a much needed income and
experience with a job if they were young, unmarried men. The improvement made in
schooling was a significant outcome, school children were no longer in one-room
schoolhouses with younger children being taught at the same time, causing distractions
for the older children. The livelihoods offamilies during the Great Depression are
probably one ofthe most important changes that occurred. If one's family went from
making a decent living farming to having no job, the whole family suffered, but
government sponsored work programs really helped the rural poor of Wilkinson County.
The timber industry, especially the Crosby Lumber Co. with its sawmill and pipeline
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operation provided many jobs during the 1930s, and its technological advantages such as
electricity and equipment provided the rural population with advantages that other rural
areas did not. The mixture of working whites and blacks was unusual for the time
considering integration did not occur until the 1960s. Even though the area underwent
significant changes during the Great Depression the treatment and lives of African
Americans did not. Mrs. Allie B. Wisner’s statement accurately describes African
American life in Wilkinson County: “they weren’t treated right, we see that now, but we
didn’t think nothing about it, it wasjust how things were.”
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